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EUROBIKE – 
The Global Platform

During its premiere at the new location of Messe Frankfurt, 
EUROBIKE set new benchmarks in July 2022.  

Exhibiting new products over 140,000 square metres of space 
in seven halls and a gigantic outdoor area, 1,500 companies  
received 33,880 trade visitors from 105 nations as well as 27,370 
bike fans at the Festival Weekend. 

EUROBIKE is the central platform for the bike and future mobility 
universe. Together with visionaries from politics, economics,  
society and the mobility sector, it is creating platforms for  
exchange, new ideas, a change of perspective and strong  
partnerships for innovative mobility solutions and new business 
ideas. The booming and rapidly changing bike and future mobility 
sectors have their own shared platform at EUROBIKE. And the 
show is setting new benchmarks and identifying key issues in 
the fields of sport, leisure health and mobility, while constantly 
evolving and providing a live meeting place for the global  
community.



With its flexible halls and the spacious outdoor area, Messe Frank-
furt offers the perfect site for your presentation – from exhibition 
booth to test fleet. Located in the centre of Germany, Frankfurt 
is readily accessible from all corners of the country by train or car 
in just a few hours, and, thanks to its rapid train links and inter-
national airport, it is also well connected with all of Europe and 
in fact the whole world. With a modern public transport system 
and multimodal offers, with hotels to suit all requirements and an 
enormous range of culinary and cultural attractions, the metropolis 
on the River Main impresses through its international flair – and its 
regional character.

New effects of synergy and symbiosis are emerging in Frankfurt. 
The products on offer are intermingling with developments in  
society and their political stakeholders. This is where decision- 
makers will draw inspiration for the future. And we provide the  
appropriate meeting platforms to ensure that you come into  
contact with them.

Frankfurt – the new  
hub for the future  
mobility business



Facts EUROBIKE 2022

1,500 
exhibitors from 

57 countries

27,370 cycling 
fans at the 

Festival Days

33,780 
trade visitors 

from 105 
countries

86 %  were either satisfied or very  
satisfied with their participation

95 % were either satisfied or 
            very satisfied with the 
            achievement of their trade 
            fair goals

   85 % have a strong 
or very strong intention to visit 
the fair again

    92 % 
will participate again in 
2023 either definitely or 
with high probability

    94 %  were either 
satisfied or very satisfied with 
EUROBIKE 2022

59 % 
want to buy or lease a bicycle 
based on the information 
received at EUROBIKE
❯  Average investment value  

€ 3,800



Riese + Müller Shimano

DB Connect

Ca Go Bike Bosch

DB Call a Bike

DOUZE Factory

Brose

Bike Mobility Services

Babboe

Amprio

Darfon

Kettler Bafang Varta StorageI:SY

TQ SystemsAES Akku Energie Systems

Tern

Ansmann AG

hGears AGYuba

Porsche/Fazua

Hirschvogel Holding

Hercules

Acer Europe

Mubea A&C Solutions

BennoBikes

Schäffler Automotive
Yamaha

Hirschmann Automotive

XCYC

Baumeister

ECCOV Inc.

Bimas

Chike

Muli

Hase Bikes

Akkurad Lohmeyer Leichtfahrzeuge

Bird

e-MV AgustaPMG

Omnium

Triobike

ZF Micro Mobility AIKEMA Electric Drive System

Heinzmann

JD Europe

Wintersteiger

DB Bonvoyo

Schäflein AG

WSM

Swobbee

Magnetic Sense

Horizont Group

Voltaway SAS

Velco

TFL Battery

H+B Hightech

IDEMOOV

Smart Battery Solutions

ASI Acelerated Systems

Binder electrontoc solutions

Gouach

BTC Engineering

Cloud Drive Intelligent

Vestel

E-BI International

AVS Electronics

Keego Mobility

Excerpt Micromobility Exhibitors 2022

LIGHT ELECTRIC 
MOBILITY
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Future 
Mobility 

Hall

Since the 2022 premiere in Frankfurt, Hall 8 has become the new home for 
everyone interested in Future Mobility. It provides a showcase for visitors to 
experience light electric vehicles of all sizes and classes that illustrate solutions 
for an alternative, new form of mobility. At the same time, it’s a venue for the 
accompanying conference programme offering a broad range of discussions 
and presentations. Urban infrastructure, another key part of the overall mobility 
complex, is also on show through a display of feasible systems for alternative 
means of propulsion able to coexist and function safely.

Accompanying the exhibition is the EUROBIKE CONVENTION, a conference  
that first came into being in 2022, which offers an additional stage for the 
relevant stakeholders and current topics of the green mobility transformation 
at the world’s largest stage for bike and future mobility. “Smarter Tomorrow” 
is the motto of the conference for 2023 and it will be discussing the role that 
the mobility sector plays in the discourse surrounding digital solutions for smart 
cities and industry as well as the responsibility that the sector will bear in terms 
of climate protection, the mobility transformation and industrial policy.

Our various booth packages provide options for you to have a tailor-made and 
efficient show presence. To match your precise needs, we offer complete  
packages including construction services for booths of various sizes or comple-
tely individual stand spaces which exhibitors can also design for themselves.

Help shaping this inspiring bicycle and mobility universe and becoming part  
of EUROBIKE 2023!

Added value for  
micromobility and 
lightweight vehicles



Products  
& Exhibitors

The focus of the Light Electric Mobility Area is  
on products from companies from the fields of 
micromobility and lightweight vehicles, mobility 
infrastructure and services.

Light electric 
vehicle / LEV

light vehicles with two to four 
wheels and a battery-powered 

drive

Personal  
electric light  

vehicles
e-scooters, Segways,  

electric skateboards, monow-
heels, onewheels, hoverboards, 

hovershoes/e-skates

Mobility  
infrastructure 

smart facilities, street furniture, 
urban planners

Components
drive systems, batteries,  

brakes, transmissions, cranks, 
electrical components, wheels, 

bodywork …
Mobility  
solutions

everything connected with the  
mobility of today and tomorrow:

sharing concepts, mobility as a service, 
car pool and vehicle fleet solutions, 
mobility on demand, capacity recor-
ding and management of parking 

facilities, real-time schedules, routing, 
connected mobility (V2X)

Logistics
Light Electric Mobility as part of 

commercial transport:

including microhubs, intermodal 
logistics, containerisation

Digital  
solutions

Everything related to mobility 
and service – with digital as the 

main criterion: 

apps, concepts, campaigns,  
communication, networking,  

software, services



PACKAGE 1: 16 m2 PACKAGE 2: 32 m2

Stand space Included Included

Back wall  Height: ca. 2.28 m
Width: 4 m

Height: ca. 2.28 m
Width: 8 m

Equipment • 1 spotlight
•  1 standing height table  

(height: 1.10 m | Ø: 0.70 m)
• Carpet black /dark grey
•  Power connection including  

electricity consumption

• 2 spotlight
•  2 standing height table  

(height: 1.10 m | Ø: 0.70 m)
• Carpet black /dark grey
•  Power connection including  

electricity consumption

Graphics • Stand number
• Exhibitor graphic (2.10 x 1.50 m)

• Stand number
• 3x Exhibitor graphic (2.10 x 1.50 m)

Cleaning 
services

• Full cleaning
• Daily cleaning service

• Full cleaning
• Daily cleaning service

Further 
services 
included

• 4x exhibitor passes 
• Communication package
•  Area security (daily 6pm - 8am)
• Waste disposal

• 7x exhibitor passes 
• Communication package
•  Area security (daily 6pm - 8am)
• Waste disposal

Additional 
services

• AUMA fee: 0,60 € / m2 • AUMA fee: 0,60 € / m2

Individual stand space without any stand construction services can be reserved via our online registration shop.

PACKAGE 1:
5,699 €

PACKAGE 2:
9,899 €

Our shell 
scheme packages

http://osc.fairnamic.com/fnc/go?shop=eb23gbol


Possible additional 
equipment  

(applies to both stand types: 
16 m2 and 32 m2)

Standing height table, angular:  
Width: 0.75 m
Height: 1.10 m
Depth: 0.65 m

Standing height table with cabinet:
Width: 1.50 m
Height: 1.10 m
Depth: 0.75 m

Standing height table, round:
Height: 1.10 m
Ø: 0.70 m

Bar stools

Contact additional equipment:
Ms. Hüttmann | imb Troschke

  rhuettmann@imb-troschke.de

Order  deadline for  additional  equipment:April 28, 2023

Our shell 
scheme packages

Individual stand space without any stand construction services can be reserved via our online registration shop.

Stand 16 m2

Basic equipment
Addition:
Bar stools

Addition:
Standing 
height table, 
round

Addition:
Standing 
height table 
(0.75 x 1.10 x 0.65 m)

Addition:
Standing 
height table 
(1.50 x 1.10 x 0.75 m)
with cabinet

mailto:rhuettmann%40imb-troschke.de?subject=
http://osc.fairnamic.com/fnc/go?shop=eb23gbol


www.eurobike.com

Your
contact

Would you like to participate in the Light Electric Mobility Area? We look forward to hearing from you!

Dirk Heidrich

EUROBIKE

   +49 7541 959 9521

  dirk.heidrich@fairnamic.com

Maresa Mutter

EUROBIKE

   +49 7541 959 9527

  maresa.mutter@fairnamic.com

http://www.eurobike.com
mailto:dirk.heidrich%40fairnamic.com?subject=
mailto:maresa.mutter%40fairnamic.com?subject=

